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Beginner Stained Glass Class
Join us for our next Beginner Stained
Glass  Class starting Monday
Feb. 6, 6:30-9:00. The class fee
includes  professional tools and your
glass for your first project. You will
be taught by professional teachers with

over 60 years of combined experience.
We want you to learn a new hobby as well as have fun
in the process! The class meets one night each week for
5 weeks, and the fee is $170. All we need to hold your
seat in class is $85 when you sign up.
In this class you will make 2 copper foil projects and
learn everything you will need to do stained glass at
home. Take a magical journey with us and make stained
glass your favorite hobby!

Feb. 6

Class Fees are required to hold your seat in class.
 Full refunds up to 2 weeks prior to class date.

Skill
Level

Beat those winter blues with this
beautiful Snowman plate that you can
make yourself!  Or, heat things up with
a fabulous Valentine plate, your
choice! You will get to use the larger
kiln for this project and learn more
about the world of hot glass fusing!

You will need glass cutting experience for this class.

9:15-1:15 pm Fee $35

Fused Snowman or Valentine
Heart Plate

10 Things to do with “Wine” Bottles
Sat.9:15-1:15pm   Fee $25

Plus materials

Do you ever look at that empty wine bottle
and wonder “What can I do with this?”
Creative Glass people hate to throw
anything away, so let’s see what we can do!
First you have to empty the wine bottle
or liquor bottle, at another time perhaps!
We will show you many different projects
that you can do with them. We will show
you how to cut the bottoms out to make
hanging lanterns. We will show you how
to use the bottle cutter as well as drilling
holes into the bottles. We will also talk

about how to flatten them into cheese trays.
In this class, we will show you many techniques to dress
up your empties. Bring in your favorite bottle, or use one
of ours, and let’s make some magic! This is the ultimate
in recycling!

Feb. 25 Skill
Level

Class Skill Levels
          Never Ever-No Experience required

Come on in we will teach you!
       Glass Cutting Experience required

Great for those just getting started
or have been hooked on glass for 

            a long time!
       Stained Glass Experience required

You need to know how to solder 
and cut glass.
(No, you don’t have to be an expert)

Any questions on where you fit in just give us a call!

Skill
Level

Skill
Level

Skill
Level

The fee is $35 plus materials.  The plate will be 8-12”
in diameter. In this class we will cover the basics of
glass fusing and slumping in the larger kiln. Each
student actually has their own kiln to fire their project.
Class is limited so sign up today!

Skill
Level

Hot Glass Raking

Ever wondered how they made
the glass do that? We are going to
share the deep secrets of how to
manipulate  and comb glass into
beautiful free flowing designs and
patterns.

You will create a 6” x 6” tile that can be slumped into
a dish, jewelry, or really cool elements to use in future
projects! You will have your own kiln to use!
Bring your glass cutting tools to class, lunch and lots
of excitement and let’s get hot!
No Fusing Experience just glass cutting skills needed!

Saturday 9:15-2:30pm   Fee $45
Plus Materials

Feb. 18 NEW!

Skill
Level

Jan. 28

Spread a little spring time around with
your very own Spring Accent Light.We
will use a glass block and decorate it
using the glass mosaic technique. In this
exciting class, you will learn how to do
glass mosaics and have fun.

In this hands on class, we will take out the mystery of
how to make a hole in a glass object. You will actually
drill a hole into the block for the light cord.
The class includes all of your materials.  All you need
to bring to class are your glass cutting tools. If you have
trouble cutting glass or are  new to the glass world, we
have special mosaic cutters that will let you cut like a
pro. The class is limited, so call and sign up today!

Mosaic Glass Light Block
Tues. & Wed.  6:30-9:00pm   Fee $45

 All materials includedSkill

Ever wonder how those Kaleidoscopes
seem so magical? Now you can learn
how to make a little magic yourself!
You will actually fuse your own
Kaleidoscope body and color wheels
in the kiln and then assemble the scope

into a beautiful and magical art ensemble.
On the first night of class you will use fusing techniques
to create the body of the scope and the color image
wheels. The second night we will assemble the scope
using your newly created work of art. It is a great way
to get an intro to Hot Glass Fusing and unravel the magic
of kaleidoscopes. The class fee includes the Mirror kit
and wheel kit (value $20) Glass not included

Fused Kaleidoscope Class
Tuesday 6:30-9:00pm   Fee $40

Mirror Kit and Wheel Kit  included

Feb. 7

Feb. 15

Give the light of your life a fabulous
new Sweet Heart Light Catcher that you
have made yourself! It will dazzle your
friends as it captures the sunlight and

throws rainbows everywhere.

Saturday 9:30-1:30pm   Fee $25
Includes Bevel Set

In this class you will learn how to cut a circle as well
as assemble a 3 dimensional project.
You will need to bring your glass cutting tools, foil
and soldering supplies with you to class. Please have
your bevel set foiled before class begins.
The class is very limited so sign up today!

Skill
Level

NEW!
3-D Sweet Heart Light Catcher

Feb. 21
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Skill
Level

Feb. 4


